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Display nicer message when composer is not yet installed

Status
● Open

Subject
Display nicer message when composer is not yet installed

Version
21.x
23.x

Category
- Feature request
- Easy for Newbie Dev

Feature
UI / UX (User interface and experience)

Resolution status
New

Submitted by
luciash d' being

Keep informed
Marc Laporte

Lastmod by
luciash d' being

Rating
★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★ (0) 0

Description
When Tiki is not completely set up and composer (vendor_bundled libs) not ready, Tiki shows only raw plain-text message when you access pages like tiki-admin.php or tiki-listpages.php

It shows only:
"Your Tiki is not completely installed because Composer has not been run to fetch package dependencies. You need to run 'sh setup.sh' from the command line. See https://doc.tiki.org/Composer for details."

It would be better if it used default Tiki UI / theme some HTML + CSS UI displaying the message in a nicer way.

Easy to solve?
10 easy

Priority
50

Demonstrate Bug (Tiki 19+)
Please demonstrate your bug on show2.tikiwiki.org

Version: trunk ▼

Ticket ID
Created
Wednesday 14 August, 2019 10:47:20 GMT-0000
by luciash d' being []

LastModif
Saturday 13 November, 2021 19:16:45 GMT-0000

Comments

Marc Laporte 26 Aug 21 04:00 GMT-0000
luciash d' being [] I agree it should be nicer but if dependencies are not there, Bootstrap is not there, and thus, "default Tiki UI / theme" is not possible.

luciash d' being [] 13 Nov 21 19:17 GMT-0000
True. Thanks for pointing that out Marc Laporte!
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